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Welcome!
Fueled by the hot winds of summer, we proudly present the third edition of Full
Steam Ahead, creative organ par excellence for expanding the conceptual
boundaries of thermic bathing in Australia.

ASBA Foundation Members!

Long-time readers of the newsletter will see further evolution this edition, including yet another new
section to build on those of last edition – a terrific idea from Cam called Home is where the Heat is.
Thanks to Vaughan McAlley for a great first response.
We've also omitted the research snapshot and domestic sauna report this issue, in service of a much
longer international sweat report about the headquarters of the International Sauna Association (Finland).
We hope it will inspire ASBA members to put a visit on their bucket list, as you all have an invitation by
virtue of ASBA membership.
For anybody who might ask ”Do people really like sauna in summer?", let the record show FSA#3 – especially this month’s poem.
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ASBA Update
New Year, New Heat
Sweaty Thoughts for 2021
An update from Cameron

Cam Hill
ASBA Vice-President & Secretary

2020 was a great sauna year for me personally due to the fortuitous purchase of a
Mobiba tent sauna in February. Sure, there are some small limitations to a tent
sauna (mainly, missing wood benches and backing). But with my trusty Mobiba –
aka The Palais de Sweat – I have had fantastic wood fired sauna parties, have
converted former saunaphobes into hotbox addicts, and no longer have to suffer
that ‘no water on the rocks’ bullshit. I will always return to public steam rooms and
saunas for the socially transcendent moments that public sweating can provide, but
the ongoing and thorough crappiness of public hotboxes throughout Australia is
truly unforgivable.
Now is a great time to take the heat into our own hands and to reforge sweat
communities, both online and physical, in Australia. It has been very inspirational to
see recent sauna revolutions taking place in North America and Britain, as viewed
through community interactions on Facebook pages such as British Sauna Society,
Estonian Saunas/Sauna Builders and Explorers, SaunaTimes, Yleinen Sauna and so
on. Likewise I hope our new FSA section “Home Is Where the Heat Is” can begin to
spark inspiration for more DIY saunas around Australia. I really hope that ASBA and
Australian sauna culture can bloom in 2021, especially in light of the constraints that
COVID has placed on us. With Mikkel Aaland’s Perfect Sweat series being released
later this year, maybe our collective imagination can be fired up once again.
Above all else, wishing you all a hot and healthy 2021.
Sssssssssssssssssssssssssssss,
Cam

Almost Five Years
An update from Jack

ASBA was founded in May 2016, meaning that 2021 is our 5-year anniversary.
Hooray! We’ll celebrate the milestone at this year’s AGM, which will also be our
first Magnificent General Meeting (MGM) – stay tuned for a big announcement
about this soon.

Jack Tsonis
ASBA President

I share Cam’s hopes for a new momentum in Australian sauna culture, but I also
worry about the challenges COVID-19 still poses for public sauna use, mainly
because social distancing requirements rule out group sweating in most instances
– if the sauna is even open in the first place (poor Tom Jenkins of Melbourne
shared his grief about having to walk past a closed sauna door almost daily); and
also the challenges of responsible tracing, hosting, and logistics for anyone
running their own event. In this context, we’ll naturally be in “wait and watch”
mode regarding the MGM, but we’ll plan it so that something can take place, no
matter how, and no matter what limitations we must follow.
The mobile sauna remains in its period of Glorious Hiatus, but sudden momentum
looms around the corner, as always, and now more so than ever. Updates to
follow as things emerge.
I’m smiling for those who have been able to sweat in recent months, but my heart
is burning for those who have not.
May there be more thermic bathing this year.
Tsssssssssssssssss,
Jack
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Taking the Temperature
ASBA members give a snapshot of life
in the current moment
1) How do you feel about saunas in
summer?
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2) If you had to choose, what would be
your #1 cool down option?

3) Any other comments or memories about sauna in summer?
“The cool down is what makes an antipodean sauna culture truly unique. In a northern/Scandanavian environment
there is an imperative to cool down but hang on to enough core temperature to cope with a cool external
temperature whereas an Australian summer sauna completely reverses this paradigm. Being able to take your body
up over the stinking hot temperature then appropriately cool off at the end makes what can otherwise be stifling
summer temps totally bearable. It's like paying your sweat tax in a lump sum.”
“I really love summer sauna. I make sure to have ice in the freezer for each day (a bit of a ritual), so that I
can have near-daily sweats and cool down well after. I like that I don't need to put a shirt on for quite a
while after the sweat, unlike winter where you need to put clothes on fairly soon.
I also try to not soak as much heat into my bones in summer as in winter. In
summer, the aim is shorter, hotter sets, with fierce steam, so that I get a solid amount of blood pumping
but don't soak loads of heat deeply into my body (as I try to do in winter sets). This is why ice is essential
for my summer sauna routine, as the water out of the tap isn't cold enough to kill the heat in my face.”
“I truly think Australia could become the shining light of summer sauna culture.”

#saunamakespeoplehappy
#spreadthegoodheat

www.ASBAsweat.org
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This issue we are in…

Sweat Report (International)
HELSINKI
(Finland)

VASKINIEMI:

Headquarters of the International Sauna Association

Review by Cam Hill and Jack Tsonis

(Perth/Sydney)

The Finnish Sauna Society (called the Sauna
Seura) was formed in 1937, and was soon
located on the outskirts of Helsinki. The HQ is
on a small suburban island, linked by road to
the city, but is tucked away on the shores so
that it feels like its own private island. The
location is called Vaskiniemi (pronounced
Vass-Kin-Yay-Me), and the street leading to
it is the Vaskiniementi.
In addition to being the HQ of the Sauna
Seura, Vaskiniemi was also designated HQ of
the International Sauna Association (ISA) in
1977, and the ISA is constituted in Finnish law.
The Sauna Seura is members-only, and there
are around 4000 local members.
However, this privilege extends to all ISA
member associations – including ASBA
members!
So, as long as you liaise through ASBA, you
are welcome to visit if you ever make it to
Helsinki. It’s one of the best privileges of
ASBA membership, and you would probably
be hosted by Risto Elomaa, president of the
ISA, who is extremely generous with his time
and knowledge.

Top: A lovely bench next to the sauna complex.
Bottom (L): Vaskiniemente, the road leading to the Sauna Seura on the island
of Lauttasaari. You can get there by bus, bike, or foot from central Helsinki.
Bottom (R): Logo of the Sauna Seura, facing the harbour.

Cam and Jack have both visited in recent
years, so for this edition of FSA, we
thought we’d give an account of what the
place is like.
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Sweat Report (International) (cont.)
When/why did you go?
Cam: I visited Vaskiniemi on April 16, 2019. I’m not sure
how much I knew about the facility before going, but
when one hears the words “International Sauna
Association” and “Finnish Sauna Society” Headquarters,
one tends not to ask many follow up questions other
than “when can I go?”
Jack: I visited on Sep 27, 2017. I knew all about the ISA
HQ from intensive research I’d been doing since 2015,
so it was a bit like a pilgrimage to finally go there. I was
lucky to be in Finland for the first World Sauna Forum,
and spent a few days in Helsinki first. However, I was
also going for research purposes, as I was aware that
the ISA had a small library, which I had gained
permission to use for a few hours.

When was this in your sauna journey?
Cam: I had been living in Japan for about 5 years and
had left the country on a sauna pilgrimage that was to
take in Finland, Sweden, Estonia and Russia. I had been
in Finland for about a week before visiting Vaskiniemi
and had already sampled some of the majesty of
Finnish sauna culture (savusauna/smoke saunas,
Sompasauna, Hermanni etc). Having never owned my
own sauna prior to this, I guess I would say I was still
something of an avid sauna novice at that point in
time.
Jack: I was deep, deep into my sauna journey by this
point. A trip to Finland in 2015 had sparked the energy
which created ASBA, and I was also at the peak of my
research momentum by 2017. I was in Finland to speak
at the World Sauna Forum, after which I was heading
to California for a hot springs conference called the
Global Thermal Think Tank. Being able to visit the
Sauna Seura as part of this trip made it even more
special. I definitely achieved a life goal that day.

Top: Carpark of the Sauna Seura, around an hour before opening.
Middle: Front/side of the complex – notice the quarry of sauna stones!
Bottom (L): A 2-person beach for relaxing between or after sauna.
Bottom (R): Temperature stats during the day of Sep 27, 2017.
Right: #Lifegoals. Stoked!
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Sweat Report (International) (cont.)
Did ISA president Risto Elomaa
introduce you to the venue, and what
did you make of this experience?
Cam: Jack had introduced me to Risto via email just
before arriving in Finland. Meeting Risto was an
ideational tour de force – we must have chatted for
about 2 hours about all things sauna. It was from him
that first heard various purist ideas about sauna (feet
needing to be higher than rocks, recommended gaps
on door, and the height of ceiling above head),
particle research in smoke saunas, and some very
confounding notions about the high quality of saunas
in Tokyo, making me wonder if I had been going to
all the wrong kinds of places back in Japan.
I think I arrived a bit later than expected, so I missed
Risto showing me how the smoke saunas were
heated from scratch – were I to go now, I would love
to see the entire savusauna experience from the start.
Most importantly, however, in all my time in Finland
Risto never once failed to answer my emails with
more than enough information and went above and
beyond in ensuring my time in Finland was spent with
all the righteous heat that the country could provide.
Jack: Yes, Risto is the point-person for any ISA
visitors. I had spent much time corresponding with
him since early 2016 in preparation to create ASBA,
and had finally met him in person the previous day
(when we went to Löyly, the fancy new sauna in
Helsinki Harbour). Cam is absolutely right that if you
love sauna, you could talk to Risto for days.
Particularly exciting and helpful was that he has so
much knowledge of sauna history and can fill in a lot
of research gaps for me, esp. regarding the history of
national sauna associations in the twentieth century,
and lots of the unwritten history of the early ISA. So
we had two long days of conversation, and I took a
heck of a lot of notes (except for chats in and
between sauna).

Top: Walkway down to the water from the back of
the sauna complex
Middle: The bay at the end of the walkway
Bottom: Looking back towards the sauna complex
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Sweat Report (International) (cont.)
Cool memories aside from
the saunas?
Cam: By far my happiest memory of this experience was
the open fire pit in the middle of the club room, keeping
me nicely warm between and after sweats [PTO]. Although
I spent about 6-7 hours in the facility, a good 2 hours were
spent blissfully staring out the clubroom windows over the
grounds and lake on that clear spring day. I didn't really
try the food there, but smashed quite a substantial
amount of tea. The chat with Risto was also a highlight
(see below); perhaps the first of many chats in Finland in
which there was no foreseeable end to sauna-talk.

Top: About 1/3 of the
ISA library
Above: Door to the
library in the attic, plus
view from the library
Left: Jack with Risto
Elomaa (L) and Lasse
Viinikka. Current and
former ISA presidents.
Below: Rocks!

Jack: Before sauna, I had a great time in the ISA library for
a few hours. My primary aims were: (a) to photograph the
cover/contents of every volume of the rare journal SaunaArchiv, which is available nowhere online; and (b) to scope
out the rest of the collection and see what a fully-loaded
sauna library looked like, as I was well underway with my
own library at home. It wasn’t quite as large as I expected
(several bookshelves, but not dozens); but they certainly
did have loads of material, including loads of rare stuff,
and plenty of material in different languages. (The only
place likely to have more than this is the Finnish national
archives.) I was, however, a little disappointed about how
unadorned and uncelebrated the library is, and you would
never guess from the door in the attic that behind it was
one of the world’s most valuable and important collections
of sauna literature. Still, it was a great thrill for me, and I
achieved what I wanted in those few hours.

Any quirky details you remember?
Cam: The pile of rocks outside definitely made an
impression. This may also have been one of the first places
where I saw numerous guys walking around naked except
for swimming socks/shoes and sauna hat – which is a funny
combo if ever there was one. If memory serves correctly, the
venue did not serve alcohol, which is stark contrast to the
habits of many other Finnish sauantarians.
Jack: Yes – the rocks!! I absolutely loved that they had their
own quarry of large peridotite chunks, ready for smashing
into smaller sauna rocks. I don’t know how frequently they
cycle the rocks, but with constant usage I imagine there is a
turnover of one or two years per stove, as rocks begin to
crumble after lots of pummelling. I also remember the place
suddenly getting full once it opened at 1pm. I’d gotten
there earlier to meet Risto, but right on 1pm people started
milling around and cars started arriving. But my favourite
quirky memory was seeing the food cooling in the stairwell!
This was coming back from the library, and you could
already smell the food in the attic. It was very quaint
somehow.
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Sweat Report (International) (cont.)
How did the day
play out?
Cam: I must have left HQ
at around 6-7pm for dinner
– at some point you just
gotta eat. I rode my bike
back to central Helsinki
and dined at a quite
touristy, traditional Finnish
buffet. I ate like a mad
king on various meats,
breads and cream-based
dishes, and left satiated on
carbs and the fact that I
had just experienced a
central pillar in authentic
sauna experience.
Naturally I hit more saunas
the next day.

Top: Photo of an old postcard Jack purchased in 2019, with
image from what is almost certainly the Sauna Seura. This
shows you what the traditional saunas look like. Walls are black
from smoke; also notice the lid on the stove, which keeps the
head in longer and is only lifted for the purpose of löyly.
Above: Two of the sauna doors at the Sauna Seura. Notice the
thick log beams in cross-section (middle), which is a good
flavour of what the saunas feel like.

Jack: I remember getting there before official
opening at 1pm, but the complex is active from
early morning to get the stoves and the food
cooking, so I could walk around. After a quick
tour from Risto, I spent 2-3hrs in the library
upstairs, followed by a meeting with Risto and
former president of the Sauna Seura, Lasse
Viinikka. We spoke about my plans for sauna
research, and although I still haven’t realised
many of the plans discussed at that meeting over
three years ago, they were very supportive and
gave great encouragement and advice.
I then spent a few hours in and out of the saunas.
Not all of them (there are about a dozen from
memory), but a few of the old traditional ones,
which was a real joy. I remember my stamina was
low from both jetlag and a big sauna session the
prior day, but I was like a pig in steamy mud. Like
most good sauna days, I don’t remember the trip
home.
And 24hrs later, I was north in Jyväskylä, visiting
the Harvia factory/museum followed by an
evening of traditional savusauna on a Finnish farm
with all the people from the World Sauna Forum.
What living!
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Sweat Report (International) (cont.)
Final thoughts?
Cam: Spending time in Finland
really is a must for any Saunatarian,
as is visiting Vaskiniemi. Here you
will see sauna culture in its most
honourable, traditional, preserved,
gentlemanly element, which of
course absolutely needs to be
counterbalanced by time spent at
mixed gender, more rough-andtumble saunas throughout the
country. It would be great to get a
perspective on the joint from a
female visit on alternate days. It's
also curious that the venue is in
Helsinki and not Tampere – but
that's probably a whole other story.
Jack: Yes, a trip to ISA headquarters
is an amazing experience for any
Saunatarian who gets the chance. If
the world re-opens and you find
yourself heading to Finland, be sure
to get in touch if you want to make
a visit. As Cam says, note that men
and women have different days,
and we’d love a female review
sometime!

Top: Cafeteria food cooling down in the stairwell before
serving. Discovered by Jack when coming back from the attic.
Above: Photo of the cafeteria, where Cam and Jack both
relaxed for a while. Notice the open fireplace.
Right: Map locating the Sauna Seura. Note some of the other
Helsinki public saunas listed on the map.

All photos in this review taken by Jack Tsonis, except the image of the
cafeteria above (by Seppo Pukkila/Saunaseura; found online).
The postcard is interesting in terms of copyright, as it’s a photo of a
private item. Photo credits currently unavailable, as the postcard is
buried in a large pile of archival documents and cannot be located.

Website of the Finnish Sauna Society (The Sauna Seura):
https://www.sauna.fi/in-english/the-finnish-sauna-society/
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The Sizzler

Let ‘er

sizzle!

Where ASBA members ask a difficult or
controversial question
This edition, we had an interesting question from
someone calling themselves Bennett from the Bastu:

Heyo. Just wondering where the hottest part of a steamroom
is. With saunas, we know about the top bench and heat rising.
But I feel that with steamrooms, this might not be as true. I
know I’ve started standing right above the steam vent for a
proper scolding. Thoughts?
Hi Bennett,
Thanks for your question. You’re right that there are some differences between saunas and steam rooms, but let’s
perhaps separate the issues. In both cases the hot air will rise, according to the basic laws of physics. But because of
the different way heat is injected to the room, and because of the differences between wet and dry heat, the spaces
will heat up differently. (Also things like wood vs tile for the walls makes a difference.)
In a sauna, the powerful radiant heat delivered by the stove will heat the room much more effectively than steam in a
tiled room. So the whole atmosphere is hotter, and the top bench will always be the zone for heat. Whereas in steam
rooms, you will notice that most of them can feel lukewarm unless there is a powerful amount of steam coming out of
the vents. This also relates to heat transfer through air vs water. A steam room only needs to be in the range of 45º60ºC to be solid, but it requires near-constant steam or things can get lukewarm quickly.
As to standing over the vents, this can be a good strategy *if you know what you are doing* – and it's often the only
way to make a steam room satisfying. There is obviously risk for burning, especially if the vent turns off and you have
your body against it when it fires back on. But this is easy enough to avoid, and once bitten twice shy. They usually
start slowly too, so you can move before getting burnt. [NB: ASBA does not endorse this practice in any legally relevant way.]
ASBA does not recommend messing with thermostats; although in most public steam rooms, regular users will know
how to find the thermostat probe and cover it with wet paper towel to try and increase steam generation. Frequently
this works well.
In my own experience, I can only recall one steam room which was completely satisfying – in a hotel in Vancouver
many years ago. It was like a sauna. It just cranked steam hard, all the time, and I left with rosy cheeks. I've been in
several decent ones since – including at Ian Thorpe pool in Sydney – but nothing yet as good as the Canadian one.
If I ever built a steam room, I would ensure the steam generator was rated for a much larger space, so that it could
heat the room quickly and provide as much steam as you want.
In sum, you could think about it this way: In both sauna and steam room, the hottest place is directly over the source
of heat. In a sauna, the single source of heat (the stove) is so powerful that you stay away from it and congregate at
the top of the sauna, amplifying the effect with löyly; but in a steam room, there are multiple sources of heat (the
vents), and they are not as powerful, so you want to be closer to them if you want sharp heat, which may mean sitting
lower in the room. Only in a very powerful steam room will the top be the hottest place.
– Jack

#saunamakespeoplehappy
#spreadthegoodheat

www.ASBAsweat.org
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Hot & Bothered
Rant away to Steamin’ Sally

This edition, we had an interesting question pertaining to language:

Dear Steamin’ Sally,
Long time reader, first time writer. I am having a bit of a crisis which, although not technically a sauna
problem, I'll think you'll find is something of a pickle.
You see, like you, I too love me a good sweat and a good steam. I sometimes wonder if steamrooms are
actually a form of cheating in getting a sweat on. Like, where does the sweat start and the condensation
stop- but that's a topic for another time.
You see, I like working hard. I like earning a sweat. In every sense of the word. Hard yakka- what a
beautiful term. The joy of building up an internal heat and the body knowing what it has to do to both
cool itself down and to get rid of toxins - that is one grand design.
You see, so many times when I ask people in shops if they have a certain product, if my new found friends
can do me a favour, if the bartender wouldn't mind giving me a few sneaky top shelf shots at bottom
shelf prices, I am met with the same response:
"No sweat."
No sweat? Is this supposed to be a good thing? Like, 'No worries, I'm barely going to try to make an
effort in doing this?" or "It’s OK, I'll keep my inner poisons locked up in myself to fester", or "Doing this
will bring me no internal relief"?
What is this poisonous expression that has soaked into this culture? What can we do to undo this?
I've considered inviting the staff at Macquarie Dictionary round for a pissup and a hotbox. Maybe we can
invert the meaning of this in the same way that 'literally' no longer means literally (oh what a world).
Perhaps at the same time we can talk to them about making "Muchos sweatos" as the saunatarian way of
thanking someone. Thoughts?
Your effervescent wisdom is much awaited,
Gary
PS Apologies for also using "in a pickle" as a pejorative. As an all round cucumber and vinegar lover, I
also do not understand how this linguistic injustice is allowed to continue. I'm also writing to APA
(Australian Pickle Association) as we speak.
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Hot & Bothered

(cont.)

Rant away to Steamin’ Sally
(PTB for Gary’s Question)
Dear Gary,
Thanks for your rant, and what a good number of issues you
packed into it. Let’s go through them, seeing if we can’t link
them together.
Firstly: you’re right that the notion of steamrooms as
somehow “cheating” is definitely a topic in its own right, and
would need further explanation. But remember that humans
sweat even while they swim (you can look up studies on this),
let alone in a steamroom or very steamy banya. And given
your eloquence about the glory of working up internal
thermic mass, I would advise caution as regards any
language of cheating or inferior practice vis-à-vis the line
between sweating and condensation. The only time I can
think such critique would be warranted were if someone
regularly boasted about how sweaty they became in a
steamroom, as if this earned them macho cred points or
something. But if peeps want to get hot to be well, I say
Huzzah!, regardless of sweat quotient.
To your main question about pejorative connotations in the
phrase "no sweat", I fear you have taken camp on a bad hill,
and I recommend you not die on it. Not because you don't
have a point; rather because some language battles are too
big to fight. I also think you are overlooking important things
about how language works.
Let's think about what's going on. Clearly, the colloquial
phrase "no sweat" is indicated to mean "I regard fulfilling
that request as easy and of little effort" – and some basic
research suggests the phrase came into English in the 1950s
via the US military, seeping out as synonym for "no
problem".
So, the first step I would urge is that you must translate "no
sweat" into "no problem".
This leads to my most serious point, which is that it's a very
dangerous game to interpret language too literally – e.g.
that one word has a single, stable meaning – and to infer
certain meaning from it. In this case, just because a person
says "no sweat", this in no way suggests they would not also
enjoy the symbolic "hard earned sweat" of which you speak
– there is simply no relation in most people's minds between
the two phrases. While that may seem inconsistent, that's the
point: language doesn't work in a consistent or literal manner
the vast majority of the time, and you will go crazy (or at least
have trouble communicating) if you fail to see this.
Now, I'll assume you would agree that people aren't making
the link, and that your hypothetical subtext about people
actively not wanting to make effort is exactly that –
hypothetical, in the sense that you are exploring the
possible subtext/implications of saying "no sweat". But to restress my point, it is misguided to read the word "sweat" as

"effort" in this phrase, because what people mean is "no
problem". It is a mental cross-wiring to assume people are
saying anything we might regard as 'effortphobic' or
'hardworkphobic'.
However, I do sympathise deeply, and anybody for whom
'sweat' is a glorious word (symbolising not just effort, but
bathing and wellness) will often cringe at the phrase "no
sweat", because we think about sweat so often and so
fondly.
Yet we can't expect this of other people who have not yet
seen the light (or rather, felt the heat), which means we can't
expect it of most members of society – yet. To your question
about what it would take to retire the phrase "no sweat", we
would need a social paradigm shift towards thermic bathing
so strong and widespread that an overwhelming majority of
people also saw the snag and quietly stopped saying "no
sweat" because so many people would naturally think "but
sweating is good!"
You will also struggle in any attempt to convince the folk at
Macquarie Dictionary, for two reasons. Firstly, the dictionary
is a reflection of language, not the arbiter, and I predict the
phrase "no sweat" will not be removed from the dictionary in
our lifetime. Second, to introduce a new term such as you
suggest is possible, but will only be accepted by the
dictionary if there is sufficient evidence of entrenched use.
So, you'll have a lot of work first spreading the phrase; but
see problem above. Your best bet would be to focus on
creating language with other Saunatarians, so that it will
eventually gain traction to spread beyond the subculture of
its origin.
That's why it's a hill you shouldn't die on. Until the great
paradigm shift, the cringe at "no sweat" is best left as an
internal cringe, and ignored lest it fester. I haven't even
touched on other examples of what could be called "the
interventionist approach to language", which is a fascinating
field, but one where all efforts are doomed to fail unless the
mood and the zeitgeist is right.
I fear the same, therefore, for your quest to decommission
the phrase "in a pickle". Incidentally, the word 'pickle' comes
from the Dutch for 'brine', and so to be in a pickle suggests
that one is being soaked in a jar of vinegar or salt water.
Even as someone who loves brined foods, I would not want
to be brined myself; and to that extent I can live with the
figurative use of "in a pickle" and not regard it as a slur on
the resulting vegetables that we now call 'pickles'. But if you
do get any traction with the complaint, be sure to let us
know.
Thanks for steaming!
Sally
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Thoughts on Thermaculture
Deeper reflections and observations from
ASBA members about the world of sauna
#1 : KINDLINGS

“Have you recently had any great ideas or epiphanies while sitting in a sauna or steam room?”
My latest piff is that I should create a small pump+hose device to use with my
ice water bucket – e.g. connect a shower head to the hose > put the pump in
a bucket with ice water > create an easy on/off switch = awesome DIY cold
shower option! This would take lots of mucking around to create, but I'm
feeling like the first prototype will be in development soon. You could even
use a low voltage pump and create a mobile system with a battery. Fun!
- JT

#2 : THINKING OUTSIDE THE BOX
“Do you have a crazy idea for a sauna experience?”

What about a *Sauna Rollercoaster* where you get
strapped into a cart and blasted through zones of dry heat,
wet heat, cold air, and cold water. The zones alternate a
lot, but the ride finishes with a final blast of steamy heat
and then you get dropped into an ice-cold plunge pool.
- JT

HUMANHOTHAMMOCKING (HHH)
Let me just say one thing first: I am not in a cult. And I am
not a cannibal.
Now that we've cleared that up, why don't you all come
around sometime for my latest form of sweat bathing? It's
called Humanhothammocking (HHH, pronounced like a
strong, breathy exhalation).
We set up a small fire and hang a very thin, noncombustible stone hammock (same idea as a rope
hammock, but think of it like a hanging, human sized stone
grill) some two to three metres above it. Pending your
desire for roasting, we can either flame the fire up or
simmer it down, or alter your vertical distance from the fire.
For the adventurous, we also have the Human Spit (see
disclaimer above regarding cannibalism/cult).
What could possibly go wrong? Invest now for maximum
returns.
Bruce Galabash
CEO BigRockIdeas
Contact details on request

#3 : PRO SWEATER

“Have you walked into a hotbox

recently and seen someone that made
you think along the lines of "This
person seriously knows what they are
doing?”
I was having a sauna with The Hotguys the
other day, and mentioned the idea of making
some mint water for steam. Next thing I know
my bud Triple A (the Accidental Aufguss from
Applecross) was mixing up a whole bunch of
essential oils in different water bottles.
Now I know this is obviously a big thing
globally, but I have very little experience and
knowledge about the proper olfactory
narrative part of Aufgussing generally. But by
Jove, for every mixed scent this guy made up
on the spot, he had such a specific memory
associated with it. Like how one scent was
reminiscent of a particular kind of classy hotel.
It was very much like "Okay, wine tasting, I see
your subtle palette appreciation, and I raise
you a lifetime of cognitive and mnemonic
associations".
I was very impressed, but also scared, as we
may have opened Pandora's Box (which is now
what I call my hotbox whenever he is in charge
of löyly).
- CH

I am always impressed when people bring their
own water bottle to a sauna session, even
coming to a friend's house. Not necessarily
"pro", but certainly a sign that somebody knows
something important about sauna. - RK

PTO
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Thoughts on Thermaculture
#4: ADD YOUR OWN THOUGHTS

“What aspect of thermic bathing culture should more people think
about? What interesting reflections have you had recently?”
I frequently find myself reflecting on the importance of cool-down as part of good
sauna practice. I think knowing how you like to cool down is the sign of a welldeveloped personal sauna practice, regardless of how you prefer to cool down.
I envy people who don't need or want ice water, as air-cooling is easy to achieve
and tap water is always available; but I relish my own preference for ice water cooldown and have developed a good system at home over many years. I encourage
everyone to think about their cool-down preferences, because doing it properly
really enhances the euphoria of the experience. There's a whole book to be
written about cool-down. - JT

Bridget Garton (Melbourne) provided a powerful reflection for us this edition:

Chlorine and Loneliness
There was one time when I thought I had no friends. I
felt alone so I went to the public pools. I’d been never
before. I got dressed into my bathers and I dived into the
deep, chlorinated swimming pool. Swimmers pushed
passed me and I felt distressed like I was in the way. I
looked up and saw this dark room, people going in cold
and alone, coming out with red faces and smiles, like
they were filled with love and life.
Much to the relief of the swimmers around me, I
climbed out of the pool and headed for the dark room.
The door was closed, and I pushed it open. Without
hesitation, I entered. I felt the heat hit my face first then
travelled down to my toes. I looked around through
hazy, heated mist, my heart pounding in my ears. I saw
someone slide across on the wooden bench. I quickly
realized they were making room for me. I sat down and
that’s when I knew sweating was in my life now.
No one was talking, but communication was all around.
I closed my eyes and forgot all the woes that had
brought me there that day.

Cont.
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Home is where the Heat is
A new section where ASBA members
showcase their own sauna
Responding to our first call for this new section,
Vaughan McAlley sent us a great entry on his lovely
home sauna, tucked away in the suburbs of Melbourne.
Thanks for the response and the photos, Vaughan!
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Home is where the heat is
1. Describe your sauna
My sauna is 2.1 x 1.9m. The benches are on
the shorter side to allow more room for towel
waving. It has a window through which you can
see the backyard (if you’re tall enough).
It fits three people comfortably on the top
bench, and has a Tylö Combi heater (8kW)
which can provide dry or moist heat. (Image PTO)
It has a cold shower on the
outside wall that I can connect
to the backyard tap.

Below: The design plans for Vaughan’s saun

Vaughan

(cont.)

(Melbourne)

2. Tell us about the origins of your sauna
and how you came to acquire/build it
I had been banging on about a sauna for ages as
cheaper alternative (in the long run) to continually
going to Europe. I had started using the sauna in the
Melbourne City Baths, and would always try to have a
sauna whenever I swam. In Europe I learnt the idea of
sauna being and experience and ritual rather than just
a hot room. When we received an inheritance, my wife
let me build one. The timing was unfortunate because
I was preparing the site and digging an electrical
trench shortly after the birth of our first baby (I should
probably have been less sauna-focused). Sauna and
Steam (saunasteam.com.au) were very helpful all the
way through and helped with the design. Once the
site was prepared, the whole thing had been
prefabricated and was up in a day.
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Home is where the heat is
3. Anything else you'd like to
tell us about your sauna
I have developed a
couple of Aufgusses,
one with Australian
music and scents, which
are good fun, but pretty
tricky. On particular
nights of the year, when
the full moon is rising
directly in the east, it
shines through the door
and window and gives
the sauna a beautiful
atmosphere. Also, there
is nothing better than
coming out of the sauna
on a clear winter’s night,
lying on the lounger,
and looking at the stars
while cooling down.
Sadly, my health is not
great and dehydration is
an issue, so I don’t use it
anywhere near as often
as I would like to.

Vaughan’s Tylö Combi heater (8kW)

(cont.)

4. Finally, please tell us about
your relationship with public
saunas (pre-COVID). Did you still
use them, and is your connection
with them affected by your home
sauna experiences?
In Germany I experienced their
amazing “sauna landscapes” that
can contain multiple saunas, steam
rooms, other warm rooms, pools,
“experience showers” (lol), but
most importantly, resting rooms
where you can relax on a lounger
and cool down. If you keep
hydrated and space sauna sessions,
you can stay all day.
Sadly, in Australia, a sauna is a
room next to a pool, and there is
usually no clear path from sauna to
shower to somewhere to relax (if
there is anywhere at all to relax).
Occasionally I have met interesting
people in the sauna, but usually it
was the same bunch of old guys.
At home I sauna with family,
friends, or myself, which is great,
but perhaps less adventurous.
Sometimes I will have a sauna when
on holidays in Australia, though.
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Each edition of Full Steam Ahead will include
tips you can use to enhance your sauna
experience.

Hot Tips

Quick tip for those who have long hair
(or hair of any length) and want to keep
their mop dry and unmussed through a
sauna session:
Tie a soft kerchief/bandana
around your head, keeping
the knot at the nape of the
neck, and wear your sauna
hat on top of the head
wrap.
This method keeps
more moisture out
than just the hat, and
prevents the felt or
linen terry cloth of the
sauna hat from
catching on and
roughing up strands of
hair. Great if you need
to look reasonably
civilised straight after
a hot steam.
– Sofia Eriksson
ASBA Social Justice Officer

Sofia demonstrating the double-layer techniques with two kinds of sauna hat
Note: If you don’t own a sauna hat, there are lots of cheap ones on
eBay from Russia and China. Even the cheap ones are perfectly
decent, and there’s a huge range of patterns/styles etc. You can
also search for nicer, artisan hats on other sites. – Ed
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ASBAGLD002_CH

Sssssleuth
By mandate of the
ASBA Constitution
(§50.1.12), each
edition of Full Steam
Ahead must include
“at least one
crossword, game, or
other ludic device,
ideally with a sweat
bathing theme”.

ASBAGLD003_JT

GOAL:

Using the letters below, create as many
sweat-bathing related words as possible.

RULES:

This edition sees a
redux of the sleuth.

Special Rules!

1.

Each letter may only be used once in a single word.
Plurals and the like are acceptable within this rule.

2.

Foreign language words accepted (please provide
definition).

3.

If a word is not obviously related to sweat bathing,
it must include a short justification (e.g. “chair”,
because you can sit on a chair in a mobile sauna).
This greatly expands the number of possible words
in a sleuth. Convoluted justifications are welcome,
but a word will only be accepted where the
justification is compelling. For example, you can
make the word ’flounder’ from sleuth #2 below, but
it would be hard to make it count as related to
sweat bathing in a compelling way (rather than a
merely hypothetical link).

For FSA#3

Thusly, we present
ASBAGLD002 and
ASBAGLD003.

As there were no responses to the
sleuth in FSA#2, we are doubling
down and offering TWO prizes this
edition: a repeat of the sleuth from
#2 + a new sleuth for #3. The same
person can win both prizes.*

Responses published in
Full Steam Ahead No. 4

* Note that “double” refers to your chances of winning,
and “nothing” refers to the number of submissions if
participation levels are the same as for FSA#2

Sleuth #1 (FSA002)
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All judgements of the editorial board are final.
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Sleuth #2 (FSA003)
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COMPETITION!
To be in the running, submit your entry to
cam@asbasweat.org by Feb 28, 2021
•

Use subject line: “ASBA Sleuth Entry”

•

Preferred format is numbered list in the email

•

Include a justification (in parentheses) after each word,
unless the relevance to sweat bathing is blindingly obvious

•

Please have two clear headings if you are submitting
entries for both sleuths this edition

The ASBA member who
submits the most number of
legitimate words will win
$20 worth of A$BA Bucks,
i.e. a voucher that can be
redeemed when you renew
your membership, or when we
start selling merch.
This edition, there is a
separate prize for each sleuth!

Tongue in Groove
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A place for thermic bathing poetry

THE SINGED WINGS OF ICARUS
(SUMMER BBQ SPECIAL)
We are the heatmakers
And we are the sweaters of sweat
Do not corner us like Baby
And trap us in Winter’s net
Sauna be a thing for all seasons
Our bodies we can reset
For there is no time on this dry earth
When it is not right to get wet
The summer sun may be pounding
And the air may be hounding
And no doubt you’ll think
To be in cooler surroundings
But fear not! Let not out a sigh
Set your sights on the blistering sky
The surface au sun! It's ours I say
Prepare your body to weep and cry
Not with pain nor irrational fears
But confounded delightful salt-laden tears
Grab your wings and burst through clouds, you know
You’re on the flight path with the heatmongering seers
For summer saunas are where gods we become
Cranking heat to belittle the sun
With the aid of ice and water and shade
The sixth season of life has truly begun
The sixth season! The season of ire
For bringing within this eternal fire
Temperature outside surely matters not
Above the sun we’ll always aim higher
To reset the core
Among 40 degree days
Hot cold hot cold
As if there’s another way
Truly the air is relieving now
40's got nothing on 90, to be sure
Our wings may melt and we may fall
But falling’s our way through Heaven’s door
Knock knock! Are you sure we haven't met?
Get ready for this new summer law
For we are the heatmakers
And we are the sweaters of sweat

– Cam
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